









































































 16  Eisenstein’s   drawings:   From   hysteria   to   ecstasy    







































Ill.15:   Apostle   3   from   The   Resurrection   (above)   and   the
contorted body from Richer’s periode de clownisme below). 
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My   dissertation   deals   with   the   connection   between




texts   dealing   with   three   painters   he   considers   cinematic:
“Yermolova” (1937) studying Valentin Serov’s portrait of Maria
Yermolova, “El Greco” ( 1937) and “El Greco y el Cine” (written
between   1939   and   1941)  considering   the   Cretan   painter
Doménikos Theotokópoulos, and lastly “Piranesi or the Fluidity
of   Form”   (undated,   presumably   1947)   analyzing   Giovanni
Battista   Piranesi’s   etchings.   Eisenstein  reads   in   the   present,
artworks taken from the past, in order to re­imagine them in the
future   through   cinema.   It   is   this   tension   that   I   expose   by
reshaping the content of  these articles  around key concepts  or






















the   connection   between   cinema   and   art   history,   and   their
respective ways of looking upon artworks, exemplified by the























order   to   re­imagine   it   in   the   future   through   cinema.   This
exchange   between   cinema   and   art   history,   past   and   future,
likewise traverses my work as a comparative methodology. 
Similarly   to   Eisenstein,   in   the   first   part   of   my




be  competing  or   complementary   to  Eisenstein’s.   I  put  him  in
dialog   with   an   iconographic   take   on   the   paintings   that   he
examines, focusing on the construction of the composition, the
artists' use of color, and the representation of space. 
My   objective  with   this   confrontation   is   not   to   correct
Eisenstein's   views   and   point   out   his  mistakes,   but   rather   to
ecludiate   his   stance   towards   his   object   of   consideration,
questioning   whether   his   interpretation   outweighs   what   is
presented in the image, or if it relies on that very image. I delimit









interprets   them.   This   approach,   I   contend,   is   essential   to





writer   invested   in   the   visual   arts   although,   he   was
preoccupied with several,  and at   times overlapping,  themes
such as theater, physiology, anthropology etc.,   in parallel  or
not to working on his films3. 
The time frame which this selection covers stretches
from 1937 until   1947  (?)4;   a  decade  marked by   the  Stalinist
political   Purges   which   culminated   in   1937   in   the   “Great












socialist   realist   ideology   not   only   of   counter­revolutionary
saboteurs,   but   also   the   film   industry   of   remaining   formalist
aesthetics. Within the logic of this double attack, film censorship




during   his   time   in   the  USA,  Mexico,   and   the   Soviet   Union,
Eisenstein wrote prolifically about the visual arts: “From a very
early   stage   his   intellectual   and   speculative   interests   had   a
momentum of   their  own,   increasingly  independent of  his   film
projects.   The   fact   his   studies   undoubtedly   provided   some








which   work   can   be   integrated.   For   example:   Gérard
“not for the people”. Under this category, Eisenstein's unrealized or
unfinished   films   included   “The  Old  and  The  New/The  General
Line”   (1929,   Soviet  Union,   project   halted   and   then   re­edited   by
archivists),   “The   Glass   House”   (1930,   Paramount   Productions,
unrealized),   “An   American   Tragedy”   (1930,   Paramount
Productions, unrealized)  ,  “Que Viva Mexico” (1930­1932, funded
by Upton Sinclair who never gave back to Eisenstein the footage he
had   shot   and  was   subsequently   edited   by   his   assistant  Grigori





and  Soviet  Cinema.  London:  Routledge,   2011.  Groys,   Boris.   The
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cinema   into   art   history.   It   presents   not   only   a   pertinent
overview   of   his  writings   that   do   not   deal  with   his   filmic
practice in the narrow sense of the word, but also coins the
term  "cinématisme"   to   describe   Eisenstein’s   will   to   seek
cinematic qualities in pre­filmic artworks, marking the use of
cinema   as   a   tool   to   interpret   artworks   preceding   it.
Furthermore,   Ada   Ackerman's  Eisenstein   et   Daumier:  Des
affinités   électives  (2013)   presents   the   influence   that   French
caricaturist   Honoré   Daumier   (1808­1879)   has   had   on
Eisenstein's theory, drawing, and film­making in the context of
the   "Passions   slaves   pour  Daumier"   and   constructs   a   firm
dialog between cinema and caricature. 
In a more recent publication on Eisenstein,  Notes for a
General  History   of  Cinema  (2016),  Antonio  Somaini  examines
Eisenstein's   1946   fragmented   and   incomplete   text   titled
"General  History   of   Cinema"   from   a  media   archaeological
perspective. He studies the genealogy of cinema's "expressive
means", meaning past media and forms of representation that
had   employed   the   same   aesthetic   approaches   that   cinema
would later explore, such as composition of several images in
one   frame,  projection   technique,  and all   forms  of  montage.
These "expressive means" also respond to an "urge to record
phenomena"   and   to   halt   the   flow   of   time,   essential   to
Eisenstein's theorization of art history since the 1920s.8 
Somaini sees Eisenstein's approach to the visual arts as















the   relation   between   Eisenstein   and   the   visual   arts,   aligning







in   dialog   with   an   iconographic   approach   to   art   history,
uncovering   tensions   between   image   and   interpretation,   re­





Eisenstein   on   the   visual   arts,   I   focus   on   four   specific   articles
which I treat as "case studies": “Yermolova” studying Valentin
Serov’s (1865­1911) portrait of theater actress Maria Yermolova,
“El  Greco”   and   “El  Greco   y   el  Cine”   considering   the  Cretan





These   case   studies   do   not   constitute   the   totality   of
Eisenstein's   theory   throughout   his   entire   life.   I   contend
however that they, by virtue of their robustness, completeness,
and the fact that they deeply analyze one specific artist,  are
representative   and   even   emblematic   of   Eisenstein's   larger
considerations   on   the   history   of   the   visual   arts.   I   thereby
exclude fragmentary and incomplete works. 
Because of their methodological differences, in order








visual   culture   and   film   theorists   when   translating   and
studying Eisenstein's article "Yermolova" . 
Lev Manovich and Alla Efimova’s anthology Tekstura:
Russian Essays on Visual  Culture  (1993)   features "Yermolova"
translated   into   English.   While   introducing   their   book,
Manovich   and   Efimova   theorize   that   “ways   of   seeing   are
responsible for structuring an extremely wide range of cultural
phenomena. To unpack what it means “to see” is to expose the
relationship   between   the   philosophical   (in   broad   sense,
including   scientific   and   theological)   ideas   about  vision  and




less   inclined   to   dissect   his   ideas   about   the   artworks   he
considered. 
Also, in the 2010 translation of "Yermolova", edited by
Michael  Glenny and Richard Taylor   for   the second volume of
Eisenstein’s selected writings titled Towards a Theory of Montage,
the   introduction  by  Geoffrey  Nowell­Smith   is   aligned   to   the
thesis  behind  Tekstura,   rightfully   interpreting   the  portrait   as  a
“two­dimensional  static  object which only yields up its secrets
when reconceived as a series of views akin to the progression of




Furthermore,   Pietro  Montani’s   essay  The   Uncrossable
Threshold:   The   Relation   of   Painting   and   Cinema   in   Eisenstein  in
Angela Dalle Vacche’s The Visual Turn (2003) provides a synthetic
overview of several  references made by Eisenstein to painters,
including   Serov,   and   of   his   general   analytical   method.   It
integrates Eisenstein’s  writings  on artists  within a  “substantial
continuity  between  painting  and   cinema:  Both,   for  Eisenstein,
belong within a problematic tradition of representation and have
to do with a certain body of problems that have been handed












The   art   historical   research   around   Serov   became
known to Western European art historians thanks to Dimitri
Vladimirovich   Sarabianov   (1923­2013)   and  his  work  on   the
exhibition catalog of Russian and Soviet Painting: An Exhibition
from   the  Museums   of   the  USSR Presented   at  The  Metropolitan
Museum of  Art,  New York,   and   the  Fine  Arts  Museum of  San
Francisco (1977) as well as on Serov’s monograph (reprinted in
2012)14.   Sarabianov  makes   no  mention   of   Eisenstein’s   text
while analyzing any of the Russian painter’s artworks, but is
rather more invested in the study of the artist, his evolution,




as   drawing   and   stage   design   are   increasing   in   visibility,
especially   in   Roger   B.   Anderson   and   Paul   Debreczeny’s
Russian Narrative & Visual  Art:  Varieties of  Seeing  (1994).  The
study sheds  light on the intersection between  literature and
painting, but the writers only mention Yermolova's portrait in
passing  along  with   the   changes   in   Serov’s   artistic  practice,













The  Search   for  Modernism in Russian Theater  (2010)  presents   the
theater  director Savva Mamonotov (1841­1918)’s   importance  in
Russia and his collaboration with and his promotion of several
artists,   including   Serov,   but   Eisenstein’s   interpretation   of
Yermolova is too far in time, having been written in 1937, and
thus falls outside of the scope of the otherwise brilliant study.
Peter   Leek’s  Russian   Painting  (2012)   constitutes   an
important overview of the themes which have traversed painting
in  Russia.  While   the   section  dedicated   to  portraiture   features
several   representations   of   Maria   Yermolova,   Eisenstein’s
interpretation is excluded from the discussion. 
I   find   that   film   theorists   question   the   relationship
between  Eisenstein   and   Serov,   examining   the   intersections   of
cinema   and  painting,   but  without   analyzing   the   "Yermolova"
article   in   depth.   Art   historians   researching   Serov   seem   less
inclined to weave a tighter bond between these two fields. The
reason   for   this   is   possibly   because   Eisenstein’s   publications
feature  more   in   editions   dealing  with   cinema   than   in   those
dedicated to art  history,  and because his  reputation as a  film­


















against   a   view   of   the   urban   panorama   shown   in   the
background   and   thus   enabling   the   beholder   to   inhabit   the
multiplicity   of   spectatorial   positions."18  Her   comparison
between   view   painting   (itself   a   mixture   of   the   codes   of
landscape   painting   and   urban   topography)   and   cinematic
viewing   space   is   nonetheless   restricted   to   a   fraction   of   El
Greco’s work that Eisenstein analyzed. 
Also,  Camille Pageard’s article  Eisenstein et  Malraux
face   au   Greco:   Le   cinématisme   des   Voix   du   Silence   ou   la
“construction   deformée”   de   l’histoire   de   l’art  (2010)19  draws   a
parallel between the work of André  Malraux on El Greco in














context  of  Spanish  Paintings   of   the  Fifteenth  Through  Nineteenth
Centuries  (1990)   as   part   of   a   large   exhibition   at   the  National
Gallery of Art in Washington, stressing his time in Italy, while
Andrew R. Caspers’ Art and the Religious Image in El Greco’s Italy

















theorists   and   to   some   extent   art   historians,   no   study   of   him
surveys  both  of  Eisenstein's  articles  about his  paintings  from a
cinematic   and  an   iconographic  perspective,   so   the  knowledge
about the connection between the two artists remains fragmented






















in   other  words,   simple   frames   in   a  cinematic   phrase20.”  He
retraces Eisenstein’s  thought process in order to present the
text   but   does   not   comment   on   the   results   of   Eisenstein’s
research and what they mean for his take on the visual arts. 























In  the second part  of  my dissertation,   I   re­examine the
texts I chose in order to find the sources Eisenstein used, focusing
specifically   on   the   names   of   researchers   and   books   he   cited.





Mikhail   Iampolsky’s   description   of   Eisenstein’s   work
method   in  his   article  Theory   as  Quotation  (1999)  expresses   the

















“First  of  all,   theory  for him (Eisenstein)   is  a  kind of
intertextual   source,   a   source   of   quotations.  He  works  with
theories as if were sources. Usually, he extracts one moment,
one  statement,   from the  whole   theoretical  construction of  a





not   everyone   mentioned   in   them   was   instrumental   to
Eisenstein's   ideas.   Nevertheless,   while   fully   aware   of   the
intertextuality   that   traverses  them,  I   introduce the  idea that
Eisenstein's knowledge is not only hyper­referential, and that
he   is   at   times   invested   in  deeper   connections  with   specific
writers who have helped shape his ideas about the visual arts,
ideas which my research brings out. 
















the  Internationales   biographisches   Archiv26,   and   in   Christian
Fuchmeister's Kontinuität und Blockade (2006). I found no study of
his book on El  Greco which Eisenstein relied on,   let alone his
reception in the Soviet Union. 
As   for   Giesecke,   accounts   of   his   life   and  work  were
entirely  absent.  A single  and unique mention  on  the  Zentrale
Datenbank Nachlässe27 lead me to conduct the very first archival
research   about   him   in   order   to   uncover   his   identity   and




function   of   art   in  Charcot's   life  which   traverses   his   scientific
theories   as   well   as   his   hobbies28.  Alla   Vein   focuses   on   his
contribution to Russian neurology (2011) but her study is more
quantitative   than   qualitative29.   Georges  Didi­Huberman's
Invention of Hysteria: Charcot and the Photographic Iconography of the
25 Friedrich Piel, „Kehrer, Hugo“, in: Neue Deutsche Biographie 11 
(1977), last modified November 11, 2016, last accessed March 13, 
2017,  http://www.deutsche­biographie.de/ pnd116093498.html 
26 Hugo Kehrer, Internationales biographisches Archiv, 30/06, 
(Signature: Zsn 22543 / Lesesaal HB 2 Ga 2050).
27 Zentrale Datenbank Nachlässe, Nachlässe G, Giesecke, Albert (1881­
1966),  http://www.nachlassdatenbank.de/viewsingle.php?
category=G&person_id=53268&asset_id=58785&sid=7720caa858888
dcbc983e
28 Bogousslavsky, Julien. 2004. "Charcot and Art: From a Hobby to 
Science". European Neurology. 51, no. 2: 78­83. 
29 Vein, Alla A. 2011. "Jean­Martin Charcot at the Birth of Russian 
Neurology". European Neurology. 65, no. 2: 75­81.
